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About the specialized myocardial conducting tissue
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Abstract The chronological succession of discoveries on the location and structure of the atrio-ventricular conducting system are described. The starting point of this system is located in the sinus atrial node, identified by the English scientists A. Keith and M. W. Flack in 1907. The atrioventricular conducting system was pointed out by the Swiss physician Wilhelm His Jr. in 1893. The atrioventricular node (AV) was first identified by the Japanese pathologist Sumao Tawara and his German professor Ludwig Aschoff in 1906.

Likewise the structure and routes of the three internodal bundles are described. These bundles include: Bachmann’s bundle (1916) connecting the right with the left atrium and the AV node; the middle Wenckebach’s bundle (1910) and the posterior or Thörel’s bundle (1910), extending from the region of the sinus atrial node towards the posterior margin of the AV node.

Lastly, the ventricular left and right conduction systems are detailed. These include the main trunk and their peripheral subdivisions with respective networks. Regarding the controversial existence of the left middle subdivision, it can exist in animal and human hearts. Nevertheless, an intermediate left septal network of specialized fibers seems to act as a functional equivalent of this subdivision.
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PALABRAS CLAVE

Sistema cardiaco de excitoconducción; Sistema de conducción ventricular izquierdo;

ACERCA DEL TEJIDO MIOCÁRDICO ESPECIALIZADO DE EXCITOCONDUCCIÓN

Resumen Se describe, en orden cronológico, la sucesión del descubrimiento de la localización y la estructura de los componentes del sistema de conducción auriculoventricular. El haz de conducción AV fue descrito por el médico suizo Wilhelm His Jr. en 1893. El punto de origen de dicho sistema se halla en el nodo sinoauricular, identificado por los ingleses A. Keith y...
The specialized myocardial excitoconducting tissue includes several sections. The first component is the sinoatrial (SA) node, the primum movens (first mover) of normal cardiac activity, described by the English A. Keith and M.W. Flack in 1907. It is located in the sulcus terminalis and extends from the recess of the right atrial appendage to the intercaval band. The atrioventricular conduction system originates in the homonymous node (atrioventricular node) identified by Tawara and Aschoff. The anatomy of the aforementioned node has been carefully studied by James.

The AV node is found in the inferior portion of the interatrial septum or, to put it more accurately, the AV node lies in what can be defined as the fibromuscular atrioventricular septum. It is located between the orifice of the coronary sinus in the right atrium and the septal leaflet of the tricuspid valve, to the right of the central fibrous body (trigonum fibrosum) where it joins the mitral annulus.

In the human heart, there are three connections between the SA and the AV nodes, containing Purkinje fibers as well as non-specialized myocardial fibers. The anterior bundle, otherwise known as Bachmann’s bundle, connects the SA node with the left atrium where it turns backwards and descends to the interatrial septum towards the AV node. The middle internodal or Wenckebach’s bundle extends from the dorsal and posterior margins of the SA node and runs behind the superior vena cava through the intercaval sulcus towards the crest of the interatrial septum. From there, it extends towards the AV node, intersecting with fibers proceeding from the anterior bundle as it approaches the node in the inferior portion of the interatrial septum or, what might be better called, the fibromuscular atroventricular septum. This means, it lies between the entry of the coronary sinus in the right atrium and the septal leaflet of the tricuspid valve. It lies, thus, to the right of the central fibrous body. The posterior internodal bundle described by Thörel follows the crista terminalis from the AV node to the Eustachian ridge and, from there, runs along the same ridge to the posterior margin of the AV node.

**Atrioventricular conduction system**

The atrioventricular conduction system originates in the AV node with the bundle of His. The bundle of His was described by the Swiss doctor, Wilhelm His Jr. (1863–1934) and comprises the common trunk and the left and right ventricular systems. The first, evidenced by Sunao Tawara, using histological staining with Chinese ink in the human heart and several animal species, has been localized in recent times by different staining methods. In the canine heart, the bundle is evidenced using iodine-potassium iodide solution (Lugol’s solution), because the specialized tissue it contains is very rich in glycogen that has high affinity for iodine. This system can also be stained by Lugol’s solution in the human heart.

**Left ventricular conduction system**

This system is composed by the main trunk of the left branch, which is short (2 or 3 mm) and soon gives rise to two subdivisions: the anterior subdivision located in the left superior septal mass, and the posterior subdivision with branches that run to the posterior wall of the left ventricle.

In the canine heart, an entanglement of fibres (intermediary network), branches off from this main trunk and the two subdivisions. This network appears to be the functional equivalent of a middle bundle, distributed in the left septal mass of the medial-third of the interventricular septum (Fig. 1). Each of the left subdivisions end in the network of
endocardial and subendocardial specialized fibers observed by J.E. Purkinje in 1839 and identified histologically by himself a few years later.\textsuperscript{13}

Through the fibers that form the intermediate network, activation impulses may reach the left septal mass and its endocardial surface where the process of ventricular activation starts.\textsuperscript{14} This process manifests as the first septal vector, i.e., the first vector resulting from ventricular activation.\textsuperscript{14}

Regarding the "left middle subdivision", which is the object of current controversies, it is worth pointing out that we have been able to identify it as a well-defined anatomical structure in only one of eleven canine hearts (Fig. 2).

In all of these cases, we stained the left ventricular conduction systems with concentrated Lugol’s solution.\textsuperscript{12} We have not intentionally searched for it in the human heart. However, it should be recalled that Tawara himself had identified this fascicle in human heart using Chinese ink,\textsuperscript{15} and the Belgian cardiologists Demoulin and Kulbertus\textsuperscript{16} have found it through appropriate septal dissections in eleven of twenty human hearts. These authors reported that using the same procedure they were able to identify the middle subdivision in another series of 49 cases in 33 (67\%) human hearts.\textsuperscript{17} In 17 cases, the fascicle branched off the main trunk of the left ventricular system, in 7 cases it arose from the anterior subdivision, and in 9 cases it branched off the posterior subdivision (Fig. 3). Thus, the middle fascicle does exist in human and animal hearts, but activation impulses may also be transmitted through the intermediate network of specialized fibers to activate the medial left septal mass where the first vector resulting from ventricular myocardial depolarization originates. This event would explain the persistent beginning of a normal activation process in hearts, devoid of this fascicle and even in the presence of so-called trifascicular blocks.\textsuperscript{18,19}

**Right ventricular conduction system**

The main trunk of the right branch of the bundle of His follows a longer horseshoe shaped trajectory with its initial portions running quite superficially. Its medial portions turn deep into the thickness of the homolateral septal mass: \textit{pars mimetica}. The distal portions become superficial again at the limit of the medial and inferior third\textsuperscript{5} of the right septal surface, near the base of the anterior papillary muscle, where it divides into three branches. These subdivisions have been found in the canine heart\textsuperscript{20,21} and in human hearts.\textsuperscript{22,23} The anterior subdivision\textsuperscript{21} spreads in the region of the pulmonary artery cone and lies in the dihedral angle formed by the right anterosuperior septal mass and the anterior wall of the right ventricle. The middle subdivision, which branches off the main trunk of the branch at a right angle, divides into several branches in the right anteroinferior septal mass. The posterior subdivision lies in the right posterior septal mass with numerous fillets that are distributed in the posterior, and medial and inferior lateral regions of the homolateral free ventricular wall. Each subdivision ends in the corresponding Purkinje network. Fig. 4 illustrates the
right ventricular conduction system in a canine heart. In 1913 the existence of the Kent bundle was identified.

Conclusions

Peripheral on distal left blocks that may hide the coexistence of a non-activable myocardium can be easily recognized by the diagnostic approach proposed, in due time, by the Mexican School of electrovectorcardiography. The correct diagnosis of a peripheral left ventricular conduction disorder together with pertinent clinical data should suggest the probable association of a non-activable myocardium.

On the other hand, right distal peripheral blocks generally do not hide the electrical signs of a non-activable myocardium. These blocks enhance the manifestations of later occurring electromotive forces resulting from right ventricular activation. Therefore, they do not interfere with the development of ventricular electromotive forces in the zones affected by myocardial injury. This happens both in the presence of a right anterior subdivision block, which increases by at least 10 ms the duration of basal electromotive forces that normally develop in 64–72 ms and in the presence of a right posterior subdivision block. This latter block prolongs by an average of 12 ms the electromotive forces originating in the posterior and medial and inferior posterolateral septal regions of the right ventricular free wall, which become activated in 30–45 ms.

The middle left fascicle may in fact exist in human and animal hearts, but its presence does not appear to be indispensable for transmission of activation impulses to the medial left septal mass.
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